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For Immediate Release 
Catalyst Announces Partnership with DoJo Technology 

Leading Foreign Language Review Platform Joins Forces with Foreign Language 
Processing Specialist to Strengthen its Joint Client Base of AmLaw 100 Firms  

Denver, Colorado, October 13, 2008—Catalyst announced today the addition of 
Dojo Technology to its Alliance Partner Program. The relationship allows both 
companies to strengthen relationships across their joint client base of AmLaw 
100 firms. 

The partnership provides Dojo, an electronic 
discovery provider specializing in the processing 
and production of foreign language documents, 
the opportunity to expand its current product and service offerings to include 
Catalyst CR and Catalyst XE, the company’s industry leading review and 
collaboration systems. 

The Catalyst-Dojo partnership is the direct result of a successful engagement 
with an AmLaw 20 client in which the two companies teamed to provide 
processing and a review platform for several matters involving foreign language 
document collections. Working together as the first case quickly evolved into 
multiple matters, the two organizations realized the benefits of a formal 
partnership. 

“As one of the first to market with sophisticated foreign language capabilities, one 
of the things we have heard from clients is that few providers outside of Catalyst 
truly understand where the rubber meets the road when foreign language 
documents are involved in a matter,” said Catalyst CEO John Tredennick. 
“Through our informal working relationship with Dojo over the past few months, 
we know they are the real thing.” 

Catalyst has long differentiated itself by its foreign language capabilities, offering 
clients the ability to search more than 70 languages from a single repository, 
including character-based or “CJK” languages such as Chinese, Japanese, 
Korean, Thai and more. Recent enhancements such as Translation-on-the-Fly 
and Translation Assistant help review teams move through documents quickly 
and effectively. For more about Catalyst’s foreign language capabilities visit 
http://www.catalystsecure.com/info.cfm?id=302.  

http://www.catalystsecure.com/info.cfm?id=302
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“Over the past 18 months Dojo has clearly found in Catalyst the missing 
component of our foreign language capabilities,” said Ed Hamilton, President of 
Dojo Technology. “That is, the ability to provide our clients with a secure, user-
friendly, resilient hosting solution that permits our clients international access to 
hosted foreign language document populations.”  

The relationship with Catalyst has also helped improve Dojo’s ability to respond 
to clients, Hamilton said. “The ease with which Dojo’s project managers interact 
with Catalyst’s staff provides a seamless transition for processed data to be 
available for client review. This is a win-win-win for Dojo, Catalyst and our mutual 
clients.” 

Dojo’s conversion process can handle international characters including but not 
limited to: Arabic, Armenian, Baltic, Central Europe, Cyrillic, Georgian, Greek, 
Hebrew, Indic, Japanese, Korean, Simplified Chinese, Thai, Traditional Chinese, 
Turkic & Vietnamese. 

“Catalyst’s Alliance Partner Program was founded on the principle of building 
lasting, long-term business relationships and providing value through 
partnerships to our mutual clients,” said TJ Gill, Catalyst’s Vice President of 
Sales and Director of the Catalyst Partner Program. “We look forward to 
deepening this relationship with Dojo and its clients.” 

About Dojo Technology 

Since early 2002 Dojo has been providing custom electronic discovery services 
to the legal community and their vendors. Dojo’s mission is to provide the best 
electronic file extraction and conversion services to our clients in a timely and 
cost effective manner. 

Dojo’s accuracy, confidentiality and timeliness ensure customer satisfaction and 
build long-term business relationships founded on trust. Dojo’s offices are located 
in Bremerton and Vashon, Washington. For more information, visit 
www.dojotechnology.com. 

About Catalyst 

Catalyst provides secure repository systems to help corporations and their 
counsel deal with the explosion of digital content and work together on complex 
legal, business and financial matters.  
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Catalyst’s products include:  

• Catalyst CR, the first grid-enabled document repository for review, 
compliance, litigation support and due diligence;  

• Catalyst XE, a powerful collaboration tool to connect professional teams 
and their files worldwide for cases, claims, deals and other complex legal 
matters. 

Catalyst’s products have been used for over a decade by many of the largest 
organizations in the world. For further information about Catalyst, please visit 
www.catalystsecure.com.  

Media Contact: 

Debra Baker 
(303) 824-0857 
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Ed Hamilton 
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